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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we proposed an example-based approach aiming at recovering ill-formed inputs to improve robustness of spoken dialogue systems. In this approach, a treebank, which contains example sentences and their correct parse trees, is used to provide clues for fixing the errors of ill-formed inputs. Particularly, the proposed error recovery method is suitable for spoken dialogue application because of computationally efficiency. In addition, when evaluated in a Mandarin spoken dialogue system, the proposed method has shown to improve the system’s understanding rate very significantly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spoken language has been viewed as a very important, natural and efficient way to human-machine interfaces. In general, a spoken language system requires a predefined grammar to analyze and understand what people said. However, due to speech recognition errors and infrequent language usage, a dialogue system often faces to the sentences with errors in the aspect of the system grammar. To make dialogue systems practical in use, the errors in the ill-formed sentences should be recovered.

In the literature, the approaches to error recovery are usually formulated to find the fittest parse tree among all alternatives that could be generated by the system grammar. However, the system grammar, usually defined for analysis purpose, tends to be over-generated in many cases. That is, such approaches might produce sentences that are syntactically well-formed, but semantically meaningless. Furthermore, the number of structures which can be generated by the system grammar is generally too large to search exhaustively, some heuristic rules should be applied to reduce computational cost. However, those rules are usually system-specific and not easy to be re-used by other systems.

Motivated by the above concerns, the method proposed in this paper first attempts to improve the robustness of a spoken dialogue system by recovering the ill-formed inputs. In this approach, a treebank which contains example sentences and their correct parse trees is used to provide the clues for fixing the errors of inputs. Since the domains of spoken dialogue systems are usually limited, a small number of examples can offer good coverage on practical language usage. Therefore, the effort of corpus annotation can be minimized. Furthermore, based on real sentences in use, the proposed approach can avoid producing meaningless sentences.

In our approach, the best sentence hypothesis suggested by the speech recognizer is first analyzed according to the system grammar. If the hypothesis is ill-formed, the parser would express the result with a forest of partial parses [2]. Afterwards, the forest is fitted to example parse trees with a dynamic programming procedure. The example tree with minimal distance which is defined as a function of the prior probability of example tree and the number of editing operations, is chosen to patch the forest of partial parses to a well-formed full parse. We have implemented the error recovery method in a Mandarin spoken dialogue system. The experiment results have shown that the proposed method can improve the system's understanding rate substantially.

2 LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING WITH ERROR RECOVERY

Figure 1 gives an overview of our spoken dialogue system. In this system, the speech recognition component transcribes user’s utterances into text, and then the language understanding component analyzes the meanings of the text, representing the results using a data structure called semantic frame. Then, the dialogue manager determines the appropriate responses based on both the input semantic frame and the conversational contexts. The responses, including actions of asking...
more constraints, confirming user’s requests, providing suggestions, etc., are finally presented to the user in graphics, text, and voice by using the language generation component and the text-to-speech synthesizer.

Figure 1. Block diagram of a spoken dialogue system.

In particular, more detailed processing units of the language understanding component are shown in Figure 2. The input word sequence provided by the speech recognizer is tagged with part-of-speech (POS) tags using a standard POS tagger [4]. The structures of the tagged sequences are analyzed by the robust parser. If the input sentences are ungrammatical, the parser, instead of giving the full parses, will provide a forest containing possible partial parses. Afterwards, by consulting the example treebank, the error recovery module would "predict" the most appropriate parse tree from which the forest may be derived. Finally, the meanings of user’s intention is analyzed by the semantic interpreter to form a semantic frame.

Figure 2. Language understanding component.

2.1 Part-of-speech Tagger

The trigram model of part-of-speech tagging is adopted, where given a word sequence \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \), the likelihood (namely lexical score) of choosing \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n \) as the corresponding POS sequence is defined as:

\[
SC_{\text{lex}}(c^n_1 | w^n) = -\ln \left\{ P(c^n_1 | c^n_{1-2}) P(w^n | c^n) \right\}.
\]  

(1)

All possible POS sequences together with their lexical scores, defined in Equation (1, are passed to the robust parser for structure analysis.

2.2 Robust Parser

The CYK parsing algorithm is adopted in our system because it can efficiently parse a sentence into all its possible partial parses. If the input sentence is grammatical, the parser simply use the stochastic context-free grammar approach to choose the preferred full parse. On the other hand, instead of using heuristic rules (such as preferring the longest phrase), we proposed an n-gram assembling model [2] to select the probable forest of partial parses for an ungrammatical sentence. The syntactic score of a forest \( F \) parsed from the POS sequence \( c^n_1 \) is formalized as follows.

\[
SC_{\text{syn}}(F | c^n_1) = -\ln \left\{ \prod_{j=1}^m P(H_j | H_{j-n+1}, H_{j-1}) \right\} 
\times \left\{ \prod_{A \rightarrow \alpha \in F} P(\alpha | A) \right\}
\]

(2)

where \( m \) denotes the number of partial parses in the forest, \( H_j \) denotes the root of the j-th partial parse, and \( A \rightarrow \alpha \) denotes a grammar rule in the forest. Currently, in our system \( n \) is set to 3 (i.e., using a trigram model). The forest with the highest integrated score (defined as the sum of the lexical and syntactic scores) would be chosen as the candidate for error recovery processing.

2.3 Error Recovery Unit

The basic idea of the proposed error recovery method is to repair the selected forest to the most similar structure in the example treebank. However, comparison of tree structures is usually computationally expensive. To make error recovery computationally feasible, we use linear matching [3] instead of sturcture matching in our system. The proposed method first projects all structures into string forms, and then finds the best matched projection with the dynamic programming algorithm.

The projection of a forest is defined to be the string of the root nodes of the partial parses in the forest. On the other hand, the projection of a example tree is defined as a string of the constituent nodes of the root node. Then, an example tree will be selected to patch the forest according to the following scoring function.

\[
SC_{\text{Er}}(E | F) = w_{op} \cdot \left( - \ln P(\Psi(E)) \right) + \left( 1 - w_{op} \right) \left( - \text{dist}(\Psi(E), \Psi(F)) \right) 
\]

(3)

where \( E \) is an example tree, \( F \) is the forest to be patched, \( \Psi(E) \) and \( \Psi(F) \) denote the projections of \( E \) and \( F \) respectively, \( \text{dist}(\cdot, \cdot) \) is a string distance function, and \( w_{op} \) is a weighting constant. In our system, the string distance function gives the number of edit operations [3]. The role of the weighting constant \( w_{op} \) is to make compromise between the criteria of preferring a frequent
example and preferring a small edit distance. The adequate value of \( w_{op} \) can be obtained by automatically learning [5]. However, in our current system, \( w_{op} \) is set to a small positive value to make sure that the criterion of preferring a small edit distance has higher priority than the criterion of preferring a frequent example. In other words, our system will chose the example with minimum distance. For the example trees of the same distance to the forest, the one with highest prior probability \( P(\Psi(E)) \) will be selected.

### 2.4 Semantic Interpreter

The semantic interpreter [4] first performs structure normalization for the (recovered) parse tree. Next, the interpreter determines user’s intention, semantic concepts (called cases) of constituents and word senses of content words in the normalized structure. Finally, the results are represented with a frame-based data structure called semantic frame. Interested readers are referred to [4] for details. Here, we show the semantic frame of the sentence “I would like to know today’s ultraviolet index of Taipei City” in Figure 4.

Figure 4. An example of semantic frame

### 3 EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSIONS

In our experiment, 239 example sentences are collected and manually parsed to build the treebank. For evaluation, a total of 477 utterances of user requests are used for testing. Among the testing utterances, 96 utterances are transcribed to ill-formed sentences by the speech recognizer. Once the parser identifies an ungrammatical input, it will try to fix it by consulting the treebank. Afterwards, the recovered parse tree is passed to the semantic interpreter to find user’s intention. Since user’s intention is represented by semantic frame in our system, the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated in term of the accuracy rates of semantic frame and the corresponding slots.

Table 1 lists the performances of language understanding with and without using the proposed error recovery approach. The results show that the proposed error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frame accuracy</th>
<th>Slot precision</th>
<th>Slot recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without error recovery</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With error recovery</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>78.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error reduction rate</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The performances on understanding users’ intentions without and with error recovery.
recovery approach can significantly improve the accuracy in understanding users’ intentions. When the speech recognizer incorrectly transcribe users’ utterances to ill-formed sentences, only 30% of users’ intentions can be correctly realized without fixing the speech recognition errors. When the proposed error recovery method is applied, 46% of users’ intentions are understood correctly. Improvements are also observed on the precision rate and recall rates of semantic slots. More detailed experimental results are listed on Table 2. The results show that the numbers of insertion and substitution errors are significantly reduced. But, the number of deletion errors is almost unchanged. This phenomenon is due to the particular relationship between the error types of semantic slots and the error types of recognition errors. The major errors of insertions and substitutions of semantic slots come from the insertion errors caused by speech recognition. However, the deletion errors of semantic slots come mainly from deletion and substitution errors. The following gives a more detailed explanation.

Take the utterance “tell me the weather of Taipei please” as an example. If the speech recognizer inserts a city name “Penghu” at the end of the sentence, it makes the semantic interpreter substitute the semantic slot of location from “Taipei” to “Taipei and Penghu”. This kind of errors can be easily fixed just by ignoring the insertion keywords. On the other hand, the deletion errors of semantic slots come mainly from deletion and substitution errors caused by speech recognition. To correct such errors, the speech recognition component and the language understanding component should be tied more tightly. An interface of top-N sentence hypotheses or a word graph between speech recognition and language understanding would be helpful. We plan to study this issue in the near future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of errors in semantic slots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without error recovery</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With error recovery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The numbers of different kinds of errors in semantic slots without and with error recovery.

recovery method is particularly suitable for spoken dialogue application because of computationally efficiency. Furthermore, our approach avoids producing unreadable sentences because the examples are real sentences in use. Significant improvements are observed after we integrate the error recovery mechanism into our Mandarin spoken dialogue system.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an example-based approach for recovering ill-formed inputs to improve the robustness of spoken dialogue systems. In our approach, a treebank which contains example sentences and their correct parse trees is used to provide the clues for fixing the errors of ill-formed inputs. The proposed error